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We wish you all the best and pray for the success
in your concerted effort to bring about a fruitful and
harmonious result in the preparation of your
graduation through your unique 2000 AD Graduation
Committee.
N'bure-Id Ermias Kebbede Wolde-Iyesus,
Servant of Ethiopia: The Kingdom of God
___________________

Third E-mail from msgana:
This is a message from the prospective graduate
students about whom I told you before. They & I
are very pleased by your reply and like to say
"Thank you very much!", "IgziAbHear Ystln!"
E-mail from Mr. Ras Iadonis Tafari:
Selamta Nibure-Id Ermias & Tena Yistilign, INKWAN
MELKAM FASIKA ADERSN!
I Ras Iadonis Tafari, co-founder of the Lion of
Judah Society, was just visiting your site again and
the Holy Spirit had me search my name thinking
that I was going to find the article and the response
that you gave and instead found a flattering serpent
misrepresent what we had said very clearly.
All this talk about my Father, Qedamawi Haile
Selassie being "Jesus Christ" or 're-incarnation' like
the hindu-rastas is not what we teach and we would
like you to know that the point of our refering to a
Sis. Kaya IsesaJah and her group of Orthodox
pseudo Rastas to your site was because she and
other pseudo-Rastas have joined the "Egyptian
Orthodox" dominated church that belittles the True
Ethiopian faith, i.e. TEWAHDO!
But instead I see my name and ministry being
cunningly implicated with others who don't know
Amharic, can't read Amharic or G'Iz and furthermore
think that "Rastafari" translates as 'head creator'
instead of the "Head to be respected; feared" (in
the biblical honour bestowed to our rulers/i.e. and
the Elohim of IsraEL).
I just wanted to briefly respond to this because they
are "Orthodox" followers. We know that certain
aspect of what we admit may not be accepted by
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you or your people presently. However, for certain
individuals to use "Ras Iadonis Tafari" say this and
that and never to quote me or refer to anything that
we have said regarding H.I.M. and Ethiopia is
dishonest and reminds me of what certain
dissemblers did and their methodology.
We were forthright and honest with you Nibura-Id,
Ermias Kebede Wolde-Yesus and said from our first
writing that we did not share your negative
comments concerning His Imperial Majesty, Haile
Selassie I in your earlier book, yet embrace the
passion for the TEWAHDO doctrine of Holy Ethiopia.
According to that teaching which is biblically based
and referenced, when one is born of God, through
Iyesus Kristos, the Father and the Son "sup" with
and become "One" or 'AHAD' that is the root/related
etymology shemitically of the word
TEWAHDO/Mewahad.
So, if one accepts the True GOD (who is spirit) and
the Testimony of the Son, Yeshwa/Iyyesus Kristos
according/being faithful to the word, then the Father
and the Son sups with and becomes ONE. We in
Royal Rastafari know that this is the basic principle
"God and Man" as "ONE"/A-TONE-MENT. All of this
is because of YESUS according to the New
Covenant based upon the fulfillment of the Old. We
site the words of H.I.M. that further explains this
and have taught that as well. We don't teach reincarnation like many pseudo-Rastas do and have
done much to rebuke that! So, how one would
gossip and call out my name in a weak theological
debate is trifling and dishonest.
HOWEVER, since ones have opened their own can
of worms, let's crush some heads... Sis. Kaya
IsesaJah doesn't even have an Ethiopian or biblical
name, maybe "Orthodox" but they don't teach you
any Royal Amharic. Claims to be some sort of a
minister or missionary but doesn't know the bible.
Why some people pretend to be "Rastas" I don't
know! They are dissemblers like Marcus Garvey
who was a Roman Catholic Jesuit spy. We defend
and promote the work of Dr. MELAKU EMMANUEL
BAYEN who was one sent to the Diaspora of Black
People who are the lost sheep of the House of
IsraEL.
Your reply, to our first letter, explained much about
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the work of EDUCATION still needed on both sides,
by both members of this HOLY FAMILY, the
Ethiopians at home and those of us abroad
especially Royal Rastafari. The idea that H.I.M. is
related in some spiritual way to the manifestation of
YESUS KRISTOS must not be doubted or trifled. I
noticed that at times you put all the blame on
H.I.M. and then add His generation.... Are you
beloved not a member of "that" generation? Yet,
when you recount the historical failures related to
the Holy Covenant you simply say "the generation"
or use 'contemporary'.... That is your right and
choice you knowest.
Thank you for this opportunity to write you again
and as always we look forward to your response.
Yet, we never said you said anything other than
what you did say and quoted your reply in full... It
was to address Kaya IsesaJah and her Egyptian
Orthodox/Ethiopian Orthodox campaign online and
we referred her to the Tewahdo teachings of the
True Ethiopian Church...
The real point is this "EOTC"? How can she or
other visit your site and pick on those of us who
have our Tewahdo based faith and then miss the
points made about the corruption of the so-called
'orthodox'? She wanted to address it to me and to
her because of "certain Rastafari"? If we see
YESUS KRISTOS or even His Spirit being manifest
in H.I.M. whose business is that of a
"Orthodox"/leaven of the Pharisees to single us or
H.I.M. out for slander and finger-pointing? Notice,
she still wants to establish an "EOTC" in her area
and not a "ETC"? That shows the message you are
trying to communicate is not heard by some...
In closing I would like to quote you when you wrote
replying to us in brief: "I admire and commend the
individual and the collective commitments you and
your compatriots are making and the ventures that
you are undertaking in the pursuit and promotion of
the cause of the Ras Teferians (Rastas). I believed
from the beginning that this Movement came into
being to serve, not only the cause of the latter, but
also, the present apostate Ethiopian generation in its
desperate need for a new inspiration, an exemplary
character and a beacon of hope."
We still receive your word and know that if we see
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YESUS KRISTOS in and through the Krstna of
H.I.M. many will persecute us for this but all that
"certain Rastafarian" talk is useless. The issue is
Orthodox V. TEWAHIDO and the main point that
you outlined in your first response. I am shocked at
the backstabbing and underhanded way of certain
people who obviously lack an Ethiopian sense of
Honour/KBR. Our word always to Rastas has been
and will continue to be H.I.M. accepted YESUS
KRISTOS according to TEWAHIDO so why don't
you my brother/sister? This is my word not He "is
Christ" or "there is Christ" except in the sense that
KRISTOS/Meshih means to be "anointed" and every
HEBREW King, because YAHWEH is God of the
Hebrews is "Anointed."
In that sense not with all this Rastas this and that
nonsense of people who claim to love Ethiopia and
don't have biblical or even Ethiopian names and
don't speak the Royal Amharic or read/write based
upon the H.I.M. HOLY BIBLE/ THE 1961
AUTHORIZED VERSION IN AMHARIC that the
current "EOTC" and Mahbere Qdusan would like to
go to Belfast and get 45,000 English pound to
produce an obviously pro-foreign domination version.
Grace, Peace and Love be with you all! S'ega,
Selamina Fi'q'r,
L'ul Ras Iadonis Tafari, Woyzero Tehetena GirmaAsfaw (Teqedami Imabet) www.lojsociety.org, Lion of
Judah Local Thirty-Three (33),
www.EthiopianWorldFederation.org Ark of Mariam
Local 31 (sister-site FL-JA)
www.EthiopianWorldFederation.com
Our Response:Dear Mr. Ras Iadonis Tafari:
I am glad that you are inspired again to respond to
and expound more on the issue raised in your
email. Your effort greatly contributes to dispel any
misunderstanding, misconception and distortion
involved therein. To that effect, we will publish your
email in the Q & A forum of our web site, as we
had previously done, so that others would benefit
from learning the truth about the controversy raised
and the explanation given therein, finally to make
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their own judgment.
As commonly known by True Believers, the
Ascension of Our Lord signified the Grand Episode
of the Unique Divine Mission Accomplished by the
Incarnate Son of God. Following that Episode, the
Descent of the Holy Spirit, as substitute, inaugurated
the Consequential Eternal Grace of God. As a
result, for the last two millenniums, every minute
sector of the conduct of the individual, familial,
communal, national, international, global and
universal activities is guided and controlled within
the Supreme Knowledge, Command and Auspices of
the Holy Spirit. Nothing exists and is done outside
such Awareness and Realm of The Holy Spirit.
If this is the Divine Reality, let us simply do our
part to the full extent of our personal and collective
capacity, and commit the rest to the care and
management of the Omnipotent and Omnipresent
Providence of God, The Holy Spirit. Let us not
worry at all about any aspect of our lives, thoughts
and activities: He, The Holy Spirit, will deal with and
take charge of every thing with pristine exactitude
and optimum perfection.
Lastly, to comment on your critical reference to my
seeming disregard of the apparent participation in
the guilt of the generation, I would simply reiterate
that I was quite explicit in stating the truth to that
effect in my book, Ethiopia: The Classic Case and
the subsequent publications. The evidence that I
had my share in paying the price thereof also
speaks for itself.
However, even though I am part of the generation, I
never ceased, from the early days of my youth to
this day, to teach and inform, admonish and warn,
through various means and media, with the aim to
awaken the same generation and make it realize
what is in store and forthcoming that was
detrimental to its survival. This anxiety began to
appear and came to be transformed into action, as
aforementioned, by the time I was conscious of the
imminent danger of the catastrophic axe that hanged
over the generation to strike.
The axe was meant to cut down every root of any
of the members of the generation who did not bear
the good fruit of Faith in the Holy Covenant, and
who did not repent from his/her sin of failure to do
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so. It did execute its objective and still continue to
carry out the same even today, just as the Word of
God spoken by John the Baptist forewarned the
Children of Israel (Jn. 3/10).
Let us continue to pray for the Blessings of
Enlightenment, Inspiration and Guidance of the Holy
Spirit to be upon all of us.
N'bure-Id Ermias Kebbede Wolde-Iyesus,
Servant of Ethiopia: The Kingdom of God
____________________

First E-mail from Mr. Ras Jon Falkowski:
Greetings! I Give thanks for this site.
I have heard of this site from Ras Yadon and the
LOJ (Lion of Judah) society. My name is Ras Jon. I
am twenty five and Mexican and American. I have a
ras for seven years. I love and follow the teachings
of Haile Selassie. I love His Majesty's teachings,
and I also am planning to get baptised in the EOC
Church of the Abuna Yesehaq.
Our Response:Dear Mr. Ras Jon Falkowski:
In order for you to know the Divine Truth about
Ethiopia and Ethiopianity, we suggest that you read
our book entitled Ethiopia: The Classic Case, if you
did not do so so far. It is posted along with other
publications in the section of "Books" of our web
site. There you will find relevant materials that
would provide you with more enlightment on the
same subject, particularly in the "Faith" section and
in the Q & A forum.
__________________

Second E-mail from Mr. Ras Jon:
I want to know if there is a church in chicago of
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. Please let me know.
Our Response:Dear Mr. Ras Jon:
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We suggest that you look in the local Yellow Pages
of Chicago or in Google to find out if there is any
and the address of an EOC.
___________________

E-mail from Habte-Sellassie:
My dear brother in Christ,
I am writing to you because I have been told that a
brother from London has questioned your teachings
which he read in the book you sold to me. I
understand that he suggested that it has caused the
church here great harm.
I wish to inform you that the only harm it has
caused is to those who do not wish to understand
the truth. They expect to teach the Church not for
the church to teach them.
Your book is a great assets to us who hunger for
more knowledge. We want to clean our selves so
that we are not blind to the truth. We need more
people like you to help as true Disciples of Christ
who go forth into the world to guide people
according to the truth.
Our brother in England does not understand and will
not listen so it is very difficult to move his thoughts.
The church in London is having difficulties but not
because of your wonderful book which for those of
us that welcome it know literature like it can not be
found in book shops in England. We need more.
For those who reject it they are free to worship in
true orthodox tradition or leave us rather than fight
against us.
We do not force anyone to believe but we must
teach them the truth.
I am sorry for any offence our brother has caused
but as you understand far better than me you know
he needs God in his heart and not the foolishness
which is of the Antichrist.
I pray that God keeps you all the days of your life
in peace and rewards you with crowns of glory as
He did to His Disciples.
Habte Selassie
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